
COMPUTER GENERATED SOLUTIONS



HERE AND NOW

Millennial Learning Hubs

Walmart Gamification Culture

Mobile Video Shoots Green Screen Talent



L E A R N I N G  S O L U T I O N S

Custom technologies that support Storyline 2 projects on the phone, and special 
innovative frameworks that play on all devices – even ones not on the market yet.



STORYLINE 2 WRAPPER

Storyline content on all devices

Installing the phone wrapper piece in a project 

means you can have a BYOD strategy that 

works for all.

Learn Anywhere

CGS believes that learning should be available 

on smartphone-based devices.



One Project

All Devices
CGS created a NEW second framework that uses low-power 
responsive technologies like jQuery Mobile and HTML5 
Canvas to offer the fastest loading, most useable interface on 
phones and all devices.

Older Device? That’s OK!

iPhone 4 and iPad 1 are suitable candidates.

What about upcoming new devices?

The responsive layout works for all device width / breakpoints. 

You are covered!

RESPONSIVE FRAMEWORK BY CGS



ILT
SOLUTIONS



FUSION OF ILT AND MULTIMEDIA

Multimedia assets and great Leader and Student Guide allow for 

benefits in ILT delivery:

Difficult topics can be taught in a very consistent way 

by leveraging video based explanations (in our demo, 

we use the critical path algorithm).

Students can view this content prior to ILT training, 

promoting the best use of in-class time.

Learning Nuggets can communicate the overall 

program goal to learners and executive stakeholders.



INSTRUCTOR LED TRAINING

Conceptual Teaching MovieLearning Nugget Leader Guide Student Guide



UPK
DEVELOPMENT



Just In Time, Just in Case

CGS develops simulation content in the Oracle User Productivity Kit (UPK) 

and has specialists who author both UPK content and also Employee 

Performance Support (EPSS) for targeted and non-targeted applications.



CREATIVE
MEDIA



SELF-PACED COURSES



CGS continues to engage in creative projects that are usually high profile and need to be delivered on short timelines.

SAMPLE CREATIVE PROJECTS

WET SEAL

Retail training for millennials to build relationships.

TRACE

Residential cable installers.

CULTURE TRANSFORMATION

Retail



ELEARNING MOCKUPS

TABLET INFOGRAPHIC INTERACTION INTERACTION

EXPLORE PRODUCT INTERACTION INTERACTION LEARNING GAME



LEARNING NUGGETS

VIGNETTE DEVELOPMENT

EXPLAINER VIDEOS



CGS created an innovative

demonstration of 

augmented reality that 

showcased the need to 

use digital document 

sharing in boardrooms 

over the traditional paper-

based handouts. 

The sign was placed near

the office environment, 

and you could scan a QR 

Code OR use a native app 

to scan the entire page. 

The poster we developed

then came to life and 

played in 3D space – call 

to action being to use 

Microsoft OneNote (and, 

save the trees).

AUGMENTED 
REALITY





CGS can create from real 

video, stock, 3D models, 

and illustrations.

CUSTOM
CONTENT
CUSTOM
CONTENT

Engaging video services 

that brings you custom 

content to life.



S T R A T E G I E S



Company Name

GAME APP (iOS and Android)
A trivia game meant for friendly competition between cohorts. Results tied to Leaderboard (see next slide). Can be used as a 
promotional activity, tied to learning events, or ongoing competition to showcase employee understanding of sales / tech 
knowledge.

.

TRIVIA APP



Company Name

FORWARD THINKING

Gamification strategies work best when the holistic view of portal, content, and interaction is considered. 

CGS can help.



Company Name

LEADERBOARDS
Usage 1: A Sales manager has a competition where sales team members log the number of wins they 
achieve (number of sales made) or size of sales (currency). 
Usage 2: Call Center: A call center sets up a competition with individuals and teams competing for greatest 
number of first call resolutions, number of calls made, number of upsell/cross-sell opportunities.
Usage 3: Crowdsourcing/Community: Leaders set up a competition to recognize people for their 
contributions to the community.



Company Name

ACHIEVEMENT BADGES

Reward participation and skill with achievement awards that show progression and allow bragging rights.



Company Name

INTERACTIVE INFOGRAPHICS
Multiple choice questions that interact with the learner to give tailored feedback and animated infographics.

.



LEARNING
TEMPLATES



NEW TEMPLATES 2016

LIFESTYLE IMAGERY DIVERSITY MODERN LOOKS INTERACTIVITY

MOBILE READY LOW BANDWIDTH SCENARIOS CASE STUDY



C O N T E N T



Delivered in the web browser – no plugins (optionally)

The current state of the art involves using an open graphics standard called 

WebGL and this can be used in all modern browsers. That means learners do 

not need any special plugins or computer hardware other than a basic 

graphics card.

Other configurations include using the Adobe Flash or Unity Web Player.



Data Center Installations are some of the most difficult places on Earth to secure access. So, a high fidelity 3D simulation allows analysts to check on machinery,

test readings from dials in the air conditioning, or even survey the outside of the installation - all from the web-based simulation.

DATA CENTER VIRTUAL WORLD

CHILLER UNITS

Rotate and zoom up on machinery.

GENERATOR SPACE

Conduct test readings.

COOLING TOWER

Survey the entire locale.



DATA CENTER VIRTUAL WORLD
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The concepts extends to entire city areas of multimedia hubs that can be used for training.

INSURANCE VIRTUAL WORLD

CITY MAP

Navigate instantly via fast travel or get your

bearings.

INTERACT UP CLOSE

Interact with virtual and real people with

multiplayer.

PHONE INTERACTION

Use your smart device to manipulate the

experience.



PROCESS TRAINING FOR SERVICE WORKERS

CURRICULUM TRACK

MACHINES STORE TYPE CONFIGURATOR

VIDEO COACH PROGRESSION FEEDBACK



PRECISION MODELING

WHEN SECONDS COUNT

Seiko trains salespeople on their signature watches before the hit the road.

The training program was created before the watches had been produced, so the 

delivery team worked with jeweller prototypes to make sure we captured the essence of 

the watch operation.

CGS develops hardware training for Cisco.



FASTER WITH ROLES AND TASKS 

SIMULATION TRAINING

CGS creates procedurally driven learning by asking the learning to state their 
role and also by asking what tasks are relevant. Those saved minutes can 
propagate to saving large amounts of time, productivity, and money.



Task and role-based learning.

SIMULATION TRAINING

ROLE BASED LEARNING

Select your area of focus based on your role.

CUSTOMISED LEARNING

Only see what the relevant tasks are.

SEE PROGRESSION

Task and role-based menus react to learner

access.



E N G A G E M E N T



REAL INTERACTIVE VIDEO



CUSTOM VIDEO

CLOSE UP

Interviewing real workers, hearing from experts in their own words.



SIMULATED ON LOCATION



REAL PROCESS STEPS

PRACTICE

In safe, virtual environments.


